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Abstract. VHDL-AMS model of integrated membrane type micro-accelerometer with delta-sigma (ΔΣ) analog-to-digital converter for schematic design level was developed. It allows simulating movement of the sensitive element working from the applied acceleration, differential capacitor and original signal capacity change, signal digitizing with the help of Delta-Sigma ADC with defined micro-accelerometer structural parameters, and analyze an integrated device at the schemotechnical design level.
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INTRODUCTION

Integrated micro-accelerometers (Microelectromechanical inertial sensors) are devices for linear accelerations measuring (static, for example, local Earth gravitational field and dynamic caused by motion or stroke), which appeared due to development of micromachine (MEMS) technologies [1-3]. Nowadays integral micro-accelerometers [2, 4, 6] are widely used in different technology areas such as: car industry, (antiblocking and the antiskiding systems, active suspension bracket systems, theft defense systems), robotics, inertial navigation, domestic appliances (computer manipulators, smart phones, tablets), sports equipment (training equipment, pedometers), geophysical applications, aerospace industry, medical systems, navigation and others. Integrated accelerometers have the following types depending on the acceleration registration way: with the sensitivity axis perpendicular to the integrated device substrate (out-of-plane accelerometers) these include membrane type accelerometers; with plane registration (in-plane accelerometers) - accelerometers which have pectinated design, their sensitivity axis is parallel to the integrated device substrate. Accelerometers are also categorized by the external input acceleration registration mechanism, namely: capacitive, piezoresistive, piezoelectric, magneto-resistive, tunneling, optical, based on heat transfer, based on Hall effect, thermal, interferometric, etc. The membrane accelerometer with capacitive mechanism of external input acceleration registration was chosen for the investigation due to its simplicity, large manufacturing technology scale, high sensitivity and wide range of application.

Depending on the implementation areas companies design and manufacture accelerometers with different technical characteristics [3, 6, 7]. Among these characteristics are the following: measuring range, sensitivity, resolution, size, price – these are only some of the factors that determine their future application. Design and improvement of the integrated micro-accelerometers with the necessary technical and operational characteristics oversee creation of the behavioral models using the following hardware description languages – VHDL-AMS, Verilog-AMS [8 – 12] with the help of specialized software, for example, Virtuoso AMS Designer (developed by American company Cadence Design Systems), SystemVision (by American corporation Mentor Graphics), hAMSter (by Ansoft Corporation), SMASH Mixed-Signal Simulator (by French corporation Dolphin Integration) and others [13 – 18].

Therefore, development of the behavioral patterns using VHDL-AMS and Verilog-AMS languages which intends to describe such complex heterogeneous systems as integral micro-accelerometers is an actual task for their efficient design.

WOKING PRINCIPLE AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE INTEGRAL MEMBRANE MICRO-Accelerometer

Fig. 1 shows the model of a micromechanical sensitive element (SE) for integrated membrane micro-accelerometer. [2]. micromechanical SE consists of the working weight and elastic elements that connect it with the integrated device substrate (fig. 2). External acceleration displaces the micromechanical sensitive element working weight from the equilibrium position. This displacement magnitude is proportional to the acceleration magnitude and inversely proportional to the elastic elements stiffness. Thus, the input sensor acceleration is converted into displacement of the sensor SE working weight. The cover (lid), lining and working weight from both sides of the integrated device is covered
with electrodes, which form differential capacitor binding. The created capacitor capacity changes with the working weight movement caused by the applied acceleration. Further on the capacity changes are logged and can be converted into voltage, frequency, current, or PWM signal with the use of according electric circuits [19]. As a rule, after conversion the signal is digitized using precision ADCs, which subsequently allows its investigation with a specialized microprocessor or microcontroller.

\[ C_1 - C_2 = \frac{2\varepsilon_0 Ax}{\delta^2 - x^2}, \quad C_1 + C_2 = \frac{2\varepsilon_0 A\delta}{\delta^2 - x^2}. \]  

Then the output signal value \( V_{out} \) is proportional to the carrier frequency and displacement of the SE working weight, when \( a_{ext} = 0 \) (\( c_1 = c_2, V_{out} = 0 \)) and inversely proportional to the working weight displacement:

\[ V_{out} = V_{sample} \left( \frac{x}{\delta} \right). \]

**The Working Principles and Basic Topology of the Delta-Sigma ADC**

Delta-Sigma analog-to-digital converters are perfect solution for signals conversion, for example once taken from inertial sensors in a wide range of frequencies from zero to several megahertz with a very high resolution [22 - 26]. Figure 3 shows the basic topology (core) of the Delta-Sigma ADC, it consists of the internal Delta-Sigma modulator consistently joined with the digital filter. Role of the Delta-Sigma ADC input signal is taken by constant or variable voltage. Input signal is signal taken from the integral micro-accelerometer SE. The internal modulator converter, shown in Fig. 3, samples the input signal, transforming it into a discrete output signal, using 1-bit ADC. The modulator converts the analog input signal into a high speed pulses sequence. Units to zeros appear in this pulses sequence corresponds to the input analog voltage size. Modulator actually returns noisy signal. This noise is created by the electrical circuit in the high-frequency region of the output signal spectrum. This enables getting transformation results with high resolution and low noise levels from the digital filter output. At the modulator output the digital filter generates high discretization frequency data from the high-frequency noisy signal. Since now this signal is digital the lower frequencies digital filter can be used for further suppression of high-frequency noise, and the filter/decimator can be applied to reduce data output frequency. Collectively, digital filter/decimator and modulator flow filters create from 1-bit codes slower sequence of multibit codes. Although most of transducers have only one discretization frequency, Delta-Sigma transducers have two: input discretization frequency and output data delivery frequency. The ratio of these two frequencies determines the system decimation coefficient. There is a strong dependence between the decimation coefficient and converter effective capacity [27-29].
Delta-Sigma converter uses a large number of the modulator generated pulses for creating 1-bit codes sequences. In Delta-Sigma ADC this task is performed by the input signal quantization device of high frequency. In analogue to other quantization devices, Delta-Sigma modulator accepts an input signal and produces a numeric values sequence that reflects the input voltage value. The modulator performance can be observed from both time and frequency ranges. Time range allows illustrating operation principle of the first order modulator (fig. 4). The modulator measures difference between analog input signal and analog DAC reverse output signal. Then the integrator handles the original analog subtraction voltage and passes the signal to the 1-bit ADC. Single ranged ADC converts the integrator output signal into one unit or zero. Using the system stroke generator the ADC sends the 1-bit digital signal to the modulator output, and back by the feedback connection chain to the input of 1-bit DAC.

![Fig. 4. Presentation of the first order modulator performance in time range](image)

1-bit ADC converts the signal into the source code which also contains noise quantization (ei). Signal at the modulator output equals to the sum of input signal and quantization noise (ei-ei-1). As can be seen from the formula, quantization is represented by difference between the current (ei) and previous (ei-1) modulator faults. The output signal in the time range is a reflection of the input signal in form of pulses sequence with a discretization frequency, fS. If to average the output pulses string the input signal value can be got. The frequency range chart reveals the other side of the process (fig. 5). The time range output signal pulses in frequency range look as the input signal and noise, which has a characteristic shape. The noise characteristics in fig. 5 allow understanding the modulator performance in the frequency range. The noise spectrum at the modulator output is not flat. The most important fact in its frequency analysis is that the modulator generates noise in the high frequencies range making it easier to get high resolution results. The modulator output signal in Fig. 5 shows how modulator quantization noise, starting almost from zero frequency, fast grows and then leveled to maximum values at the of modulator frequency. The double integration with the use of the second order modulator is a better way to minimize low-quantization frequency noise comparing with single integration.

The digital filter suppresses noise and the decimator reduces output data frequency. In Delta-Sigma frequency after the modulator there is digital filter/decimator chain. It collects and filters sequence of 1-bit codes taken from the modulator output. There is an issue in high-frequency noise and high modulator source signal discretization frequency. Since now this signal is digital the digital filter function can be used for noise suppression, and the filter/decimator function can be applied to reduce data delivery frequency. These two functions are often combined into one module. Fig. 6 (a, b, c) shows how the signal passes through the digital filter/decimator. The digital filter performance occurs at the same frequency, as modulator discretization (fig. 6).

![Fig. 6. The digital filtering function provides high resolution of the output data result (a) suppressing high frequency noise (b), the decimation function reduces the data delivery frequency (c)](image)

The digital filtering function provides digital representation of the input signal, however the data delivery frequency is still too high for practical application. While it may seem attractive to have a large amount of high quality multi-bit samples, produced with high discretization frequency, most of the data in this array is redundant. The second function of a digital filter/decimator is decimation (thinning). Decimation is frequency reduction of the digital signal delivery to Nyquist system frequency.
One of the simple ways to realize decimation is to average 24-bit codes (fig. 6c). Decimator accumulates high resolution data words, averages them, gives averaging result and resets the accumulated data for the next average. More economical way of the decimation function low cost implementation is simple choice of 24-bit words from each K segment without its averaging (K is the decimation or thinning coefficient). Almost all of the Delta-Sigma converters contain averaging filters such as Sinc or FIR-filters (CIX-filter). A lot of Delta-Sigma devices use other filters together with Sinc-filters to ensure two staging decimation. In case of low-speed industrial Delta-Sigma ADC only Sinc filter is typically used. From the frequency range it can be seen that digital filter/decimator carries out only low frequency filtering of the signal (fig. 6 b). Meanwhile this digital filter/decimator suppresses high frequency quantization noise formed by the modulator. After the quantization noise suppression by filtering the signal develops over again in the time range.

MEMS Design at the schemotechnical level oversees development of behavioral models. The fact that such models contain data from different areas of science and technology is their characteristic feature. In particular, in the integral membrane micro-accelerometer model contains mechanics, electricians and electronics values. The extension of the standard hardware description language (HDL) VHDL to VHDL-AMS allowed describing digital, analog, and mixed models of devices, which use not only electrical signals but also optical, chemical, thermal, mechanical and others [8-13]. Figure 7 shows a listing snippet of the behavioral model of the integral membrane micro-accelerometer with Delta-Sigma analog-to-digital converter developed in VHDL – AMS.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND THEIR ANALYSIS

The developed model simulations results conducted with the use of hAMSter software are graphically displayed in fig. 8-9. From the results it can be seen that the digitized signal varies in the range from 0 to 1.25 V. Further on the digital signal can be moved to processing by a specialized microcontroller or microprocessor.

Fig. 7. Fragment of the behavioral model of the integral membrane micro-accelerometer with Delta-Sigma analog-to-digital converter.
The measured sensor analog signal (in case of sinusoidal change) resulted from the applied external acceleration $a_{ext}$.

The bits flow in the digitized sensor signal at the Delta-Sigma analog-to-digital converter output.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The proposed VHDL-AMS membrane microaccelerometer with Delta-Sigma analog-to-digital converter model allows simulating movement of the sensitive element working weigh from the applied acceleration, differential capacitor and original signal capacity change, signal digitizing with the help of Delta-Sigma ADC with defined micro-accelerometer structural parameters, and analyze an integrated device at the schemotechnical design level.
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